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What’s New At
Metropolitan in 2014

Patents Pending, Patent No. 8,591,198

Left to right: Ion+®, Ion® Endeavor, Ion® Converter, Ion® Gateway and sensors, LMS II.

As innovators in the water and wastewater industries, Metropolitan
has the knowledge, experience and capabilities of developing new
technologies to create reliable products within the Municipal,
Commercial and Residential sectors of the industries.
Metropolitan introduces four products recently added to our Ion®
products line, the Ion® Converter, Ion+® and Ion® Endeavor ,
Ion® Gateway and an update to the Level Management System,
the LMS II. As 2014 progresses, Metropolitan hopes to adhere to
its promise of Rising to the Next Level, releasing more innovative
products and maintaining its vision of being a single source for
quality pumps, control systems and ancillary equipment serving
many water and wastewater industries.
Ion+®
Metropolitan is proud to introduce the world’s first digital,

Plus...

piggyback sensor sump and sewage pump level control sensor, the
Ion+®. This unique control sensor with integrated alarms works
like a standard Ion® digital level control switch, while providing
alarm notification through an audible buzzer, LED indicators,
and dry alarm contact.
The alarm notifications include pump fault, system fault, and
high-level alarm. The dry contact output of the Ion+® allows
the device to be connected to external alarm notification systems
such as our Ion® Gateway or MetroMail™ web-based remote
monitoring systems. The Ion® digital level control technology
provides superior performance and reliability when compared to
industry standard mechanical pump switches.
With easy detection in the case of high water, this all in one digital
sensor provides three colored lights located on the switch to
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plug-in drainage pumps.
The Ion® Endeavor controller is perfectly matched with the
Ion|StormPro® pump line, which includes pumps capable of flowrates up to 150-GPM, while operating through the Ion® Endeavor.
Truly revolutionary in the plug-in pumping marketplace, this is
no ordinary pump controller. The Ion® Endeavor comes complete
with a user-friendly LCD display screen, which allows the user
to manage the operational aspects of the pump system, without
accessing the wet-well. The wet-well level set-point controls the
lead pump on level and can be adjusted from 2” to 72” in 0.5”
increments.

Patents Pending, Patent No. 8,591,198

Ion+®

The Ion® Endeavor automatically senses all critical operating
information, including the ‘real-time’ water level, level-sensor
functionality, pump operation or failures, operating time and the
operating amps of the pumps.

indicate power, high water and many other functions.
This first of its kind solid state sensing technology has no moving
parts and starts and stops pump through the piggy back and pump
power cord. The multipoint sealing mechanism supersedes single
surface seals with no contact points with an inverter rating for use
with most battery backup systems.

Using Metropolitan’s Ion® Digital Level Sensors, the Ion®
Endeavor has the ability to sense the water level, while the sensors
remain fixed.

The Ion+® is easy to install and can be used with a standard
Ion|StormPro® pump.

The display screen, combined with the LED status indicating lights,
audible alarm and cutting-edge connectivity capabilities provides
the user with unparalleled monitoring capabilities. The optional
Ethernet module provides a web page showing system status
and e-mail/text alarm notification The unit can be integrated
with various types of external communication-devices such as
Metropolitan’s MetroMail™ or Ion® Gateway web-based remote
monitoring systems.

Ion® Endeavor

Ion® Converter

Patents Pending, Patent No. 8,591,198

Ion® Endeavor

Designed specifically with the capability of operating two plugin, single phase pumps simultaneously, Metropolitan recently
developed the Ion® Endeavor, a Duplexing Plug-In Pump
Controller. The unit will attract users and designers of dual-pump
systems for sewage, sump, bilge, effluent, condensation and similar
drainage applications.

Ion® Converter

Metropolitan introduces a new way to continue using your original
level control system without having to rely on the unreliable
mechanical style floats.
Introducing the Ion® Converter, using the digital level information
received from the revolutionary Ion® Digital Level Sensors, will
now produce dry contact outputs that mimic operation typical
of level switches. By operating the Ion® Converter and the Ion®
digital level sensors the significant problems caused by using

This type of pump controller is ideal for many types of facilities,
ranging from upscale residences to mid-size commercial buildings
such as schools, bank-branches, university buildings and other
applications which require simple straight forward control of two
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unreliable mechanical style floats are now eliminated.
Simply “make the switch” to the revolutionary Ion® Digital Level
Sensors without having to replace the original control panel.
Ion® Gateway

LMS II

Now more than ever, Water and Wastewater Treatment Plants are
relying on a dependable wet well level control. Metropolitan’s
LMS II Level Management System is a pre-programmed, high
performance wet well level controller that allows users to seamlessly
alter pump options, transducer options and more, providing access
to basic SCADA features at a cost-effective price.

Ion® Gateway and sensors

To further expand both the capability and diversity of the Ion®
product line, Metropolitan Industries is proud to announce the
release of the Ion® Gateway, the company’s newly developed
wireless sensor network.

The LMS II is a menu-configurable, constant or variable speed,
pump down level controller, allowing for the control of one to
three pumps, with optional pre-programmed configurations for
single/dual level transducers, 0-20 mA flow meter input, and
a completely redundant float backup controller. Seal fails and
thermal inputs are also available standard.

The Ion® Gateway gives customers the ability to monitor incidents
such as power loss, temperature, high water and more. Using both
the cellular gateway link and wireless sensors, the Ion® Gateway
sends alarm notification direct to your e-mail address or SMS text
account.

The LMS II can be accessed remotely and controlled using a laptop
or directly on the touch screen at a lift station. With either an
existing internet connection or cell modem, and Metropolitan’s
own MetroMail™ alarm dialing system, users can receive alarm
notification via any SMS text or e-mail compatible device.

Customers can now remotely monitor various aspects of their home
with a low-cost solution. The Ion® Gateway provides customers
with advantages other monitoring systems simply cannot provide,
specifically the ease of installation, price and its many monitoring
capabilities.

The LMS II allows users to alter pump options, transducer options
and more. Each LMS II unit comes complete with integrated help
screens, making the operation of your system easy and intuitive.

Once the information has been received by the gateway it is
instantly sent to the iongateway.net server. This technology allows
the server to respond immediately whether it be a customer’s
basement flooding or an intrusion within the customer’s home.

The system eliminates the need for controls located within
confined spaces. The remote access capability, has saved time for
the treatment plant workers who before would have to go to every
station before knowing what the problem was. Now it is all on the
screen and available through various communication methods.

For more information, visit the Metropolitan Online Store at
metropolitanind.com/store

To obtain additional information regarding any of our featured products,
please contact any of our sales personnel. Metropolitan Sales can be reached
via e-mail: sales@metropolitanind.com or telephone: 815 886 9200 at your
convenience.
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Metropolitan System Protects
the City Water Supply

This air-gap/ break tank system, for supplying non-potable water, was recently shipped to a Wastewater Treatment Facility in Washington.
Cross connections between city water supply and water piping in
certain types of public and private facilities constitute a potential public
health risk. Owners of properties that pose an actual or potential risk of
contamination are required to install some means of cross-connection
control on the main water pipes that supply their buildings. A device is
needed to prevent potentially contaminated water from flowing back
into the city’s water supply. Typical approved devices include reduced
pressure zone device (RPZ), double check valve (DCV, DCVA), or a
physical air gap. The use of RPZs requires a significant amount of
regular maintenance to insure the water source is protected.

Metropolitan Industries recently provided an air-gap/ break tank
system, for the supplying non-potable water, at a Wastewater Treatment
Facility located in Washington.
After years of using a RPZ backflow prevention device, the plant
decided to replace the device with a more reliable prevention system,
to completely eliminate the risk of contamination. The air gap creates
a barrier to backflow so there is a zero percent chance the water will
become cross-contaminated.
“More and more communities are beginning to look past RPZs and
towards the air-gap/ break tank system,” said Metropolitan Industries
National Sales Manager, Mike Tierney, “Metropolitan is one of the
companies at the forefront of this technology.”

While RPZs and DCVs have been approved for years, many governing
agencies are making the transition to an air gap/ break tank system.
The use of an approved air gap system requires an isolated storage tank
and a separate booster pump system to re-pressurize the water supply
to the facility and it provides a more positive means of separation and
protection of the public water system in the event of contamination
within the customer’s facility.

For this application, Metropolitan designed a triplex, pressure booster
system with air gap protection for the non-potable water supply and
a 540 gallon tank with a system capacity rated for 290 gallons per
minute.
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Variable frequency drives are often used on the
air-gap water pressure booster. The VFDs accurately
control the speed of the pump motor to maintain
a constant pressure in the facilities water piping.
VFDs also minimize the electrical power used to repressurize the water, saving the owner money on their
utility bills.
Sewage treatment plants, laboratories, boiler plants,
warehouses, manufacturing and processing plants
are just a few of the types of facilities that can make
use of an air gap pressure booster system as a positive
means of cross-connection control. The packaged airgap/ break tank system is typically supplied complete
with tanks, pumps, motors, piping, valves and controls
all factory assembled and tested.
With the liability of protecting a city’s water supply,
there is a real need for a reliable system that is a failsafe solution to protect the water.
Air-gap/ break tank systems can be used for nonpotable and potable uses where physical protection
is needed. In 2011, Metropolitan designed a large
air-gap/ break tank for a uranium production facility
for the use of potable water. Another application was
for multiple air gap/ break tank booster systems for
potable water and non-potable water used for a high
rise building in Chicago, Ill.
For more information regarding air-gap/ break tank
systems, please contact Mike Tierney at 815-886-9200.

Metropolitan supplied a large air-gap/ break tank system, in 2011, to a Uranium production
facility in Hanford, Wash., with a system capacity of 580 gallons per minute.

With a system capacity of 1900 gallons per minute, these two break
tanks and water pressure booster systems were supplied for a high rise
building in Chicago, Ill.

The recent installation to the WWTP in Washington has a
triplex, pressure booster system with air-gap protection with a
system capacity rated for 290 gallons per minute.
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Metropolitan Provides Non-Potable
Water Reuse Station to WWTP

Since the installation in October 2013, the reuse station is now supplying pressurized effluent water back to the treatment plant for nonpotable uses.
end-users to fill their tanks without entering the control building,
variable speed operation via variable frequency drives and SCADA
system interface via A-B PLC control system with touchscreen
operator interface to maintain a constant pressure.

An increasing number of water and wastewater utilities are using
green technology in an effort to help conserve water and cut down
on costs. Metropolitan Industries recently provided a non-potable,
effluent water reuse station to the Village of Romeoville’s South
Wastewater Treatment Plant with the expectation to provide both
energy efficiencies and expand the village’s green initiative.

The pumps operate only when demand for non-potable water
exists throughout the WWTP and/or customers are filling their
tanks. The variable speed control system matches demand while
maintaining constant pressure, therefore saving electrical costs.
Except for the pumps, the balance of equipment was all furnished
and installed inside a precast, concrete building prefabricated with
all mechanical, electrical, HVAC, etc., finished inside the insulated
building with a split-block look and shingled roof.

The plant’s initial concept was to simply reduce the amount of
treated water the plant was using from the village’s water supply.
Their thought was that the effluent water, which was just going to
waste, could be used as a non-potable water source, ideally saving
a significant amount of the town’s water output for potable use,
which has to be treated for consumption.

The pressure control system also allows pumps to speed and slow
down depending on demand. The tanker fill line has a backpressure
sustaining line to prevent overflowing and over pressurizing the fill
line to customers.

The excess water left over from the treatment plant that would
typically be discharged back into the river is now disinfected,
filtered and reused, supplying pressurized effluent water back
to the treatment plant for non-potable uses at the plant while
developing more applications to utilize the water.

Since its installation in October 2013, the station is saving about
115,000 to 120,000 gallons of the treated water per day, which will
add up to an average of 45 million gallons of water per year. The
village water rate is over $4.00 per 1,000 gallons used, allowing
this owner to save over $100,000 a year in water treatment costs.

The system is comprised of three stainless steel submersible
turbine pumps and coarse screen in the final effluent structure.
Metropolitan also provided stainless steel piping, a duplex basket
strainer, flow meters, a “smart” valve system, remote access for
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Pictured are the controls supplied to the Village of Romeoville’s South WWTP with full SCADA integration touch screen.
The station most often uses one pump at a time with the
capability of running up to three pumps as more effluent
water is used.
Fully integrated into the plant’s existing SCADA system,
employees have the ability to remotely monitor the new
reuse station. Since the system is new to the plant, the
remote access also allows employees to view trends.
An extra measure taken by Metropolitan to prevent
clogging and keep the effluent water clean was providing
a basket strainer to stop small solids from getting though.
This new system is now replacing the need for the existing
large non-potable break tank system and diminishing the
amount of wastewater discharge to the river, creating a
beneficial impact on the environment.
The village describes this project as “well thought out”
and applauds Metropolitan for being so instrumental in
getting the project to move forward.
The next phase, which is in planning, will allow
contractors the opportunity to use the effluent water. Plans
to decide how the water will be regulated for contractors
to use are in progress and should be available in the near
future. The plant expects the demand on effluent water
used from the reuse station to increase in the coming
years.

Inside the non-potable water reuse control building.
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Future
dates to
be added!

SEMINARS 2014
To register, please visit www.ilceu.com
or call Melissa Young at 815-886-9200, ext. 260.

All seminars are free of charge and take place at our facility in Romeoville, IL
Residential-Commercial Plumbing Applications:
Sump & Sewage:
4 CEUs (IEPA, ILDPH), 4 PDHs

Mechanical- Steam Basics:
3 PDHs

Dates Available: 2/18
Time: 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

Dates Available: 6/18
Time: 3:00 pm - 6:00 pm

Municipal
Infrastructure ImprovementsABCs of pump system improvements:
4 CEUs (IEPA), 4 PDHs

How to get the most from your SCADA system:
4 CEUs (IEPA), 4 PDHs

Dates Available: 4/23, 6/5
Time: 9:00 am - 2:00 pm

Dates Available: 2/12, 5/15
Time: 9:00 am - 2:00 pm

Commercial-Plumbing
Self-Priming Pump Application/
Installation/ Operation/ Maintenance:
4 PDHs

Commercial Water Systems–
Energy Saving Strategies:
4 CEUs (IEPA), 4 PDHs

Commercial Building Pressure
Reducing Valves – Application /
Operation / Maintenance / Repair:
4 PDHs

Dates Available: 4/9, 5/21
Time: 3:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Dates Available: 3/19, 5/1
Time: 9:00 am - 2:00 pm

Dates Available: 3/12, 4/30
Time: 3:00 pm - 7:00 pm

